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AVERAGE ORDER OF THE DIVISOR FUNCTIONS
WITH NEGATIVE POWER WEIGHT




In this paper we are primarily concerned with the study of the sums of
the sum-of-divisors function oa{n) with negative power weight n~£(7>0),i.e.
the sums of the form
S n~laa(n)
and we also study the averages of associated error terms. Throughout the
paper, we shall refer to [6] as I and whose results we cite e.g. as I-Theorem
1. First we consider the case O^a-teZ, where Z denotes the set of all
rational integers, and prove Theorem 1 which generalizes and in some cases
corrects MacLeod's Theorem 8[8]. This case is easier to handle although the
needed calculations are rather long. And the special case a = l of this is the
starting point of the investigation of the case a<t. In this case our approach,
which depends on MacLeod's back-track method (Lemma 1 below), is not so
effective for a large, and we have to restrict ourselves to the narrower range
0^a<3 which, however, covers and interpolates all the formulas obtained by
MacLeod. In the case of general t we appeal to induction, and in order to
guess the forms of the formulas, we have to calculate out all the cases t=a+l,
t=a+2, l=a+3, the last being the initial value of i for induction. Here we
take the instructive standpoint and calculated out all these three cases succes-
sively and then give the form for t'^a+3, since each independent formula seems
to have its own interest. Except for integral values of a, our interpolating
formulas involve various negative powers of x with extremely complicated
and clumsy coefficients,but in some cases they are absorbed in the error terms
by just multiplying the log-factor. The main reasons why we restrict ourselves
to 0^a^3 are the complication of these coefficientsas well as inapplicability
of Lemma 8. However, we state the formulas for a>3 as well, only for t―
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a + 1 (Theorem 2), though, for want of a more effective method to compute
the sums in question. Of course, in principle, we can continue to calculate
further cases l=a+2, a + 3, ･･■starting from the case t=a-＼-l,using the back-
track method. But the effort made does not seem to deserve it since the main
difficultylies in the explicit determination of the coefficients. Our Theorem 2
covers and at some points corrects Theorem 10, and the firsthalf of Theorem
12, of MacLeod [8], and Corollary to it covers Corollary to his Theorem 10
and gives a new result as a counterpart of the possible Corollary (which is
non-existent) to the firsthalf of Theorem 12. In particular, it follows from our








log2x+2r log x + f+2n + O(x-^＼log xm
which improves a result of Amitsur [1]. We note that our formulas in the
Corollary are proved while MacLeod's are conjectured, since by Lemma 8 an
extended form of MacLeod's conjecture is proved. Lemma 8 seems interesting
in its own right, indicating a great deal of cancellation of Ga,k(x) for x large.
Our subsequent Theorem 3-(l) reduces to Theorem 4-(l). However, for the
formulas (2) and (3), the case l = a-＼-2is stillexceptional, and by only looking
at the case t=a-＼-3 we can guess the general form of main terms. As in [6],
we note that the error estimates claimed in MacLeod's Theorem 12 are not yet
proved since they depend on Segal's yet unproven estimates [17], and the error
estimates claimed in our Theorems and Corollaries are the best that are known
to date.
As in [6], main results of the paper are asymptotic formulas for our sums
in terms of Ga,k-functions. For completeness'sake we collectsome information
on Ga k- They are defined as
Ga.k(x) = B
)
for a^R, k<E.N, where Bk{y) is the &-th Bernoulli polynomial, Bk{y)=
Bk(y ―[y~]),with ＼_y~]the integral part of y, R and N denoting the set of all
real numbers and the set of all natural numbers respectively. As regards the
order estimates of Ga,k(x), there is a famous conjecture due to Chowla and
Walum saying (in a more precise form)
Ca^-1/2),
(S)
where ak(a) denotes the least a for which Ga,k{x)―O (xa+s) for each s>0
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(For detailed introduction to these functions we refer the reader to Petermann
[12, 13]). The looser form (5^ ) of the conjecture (S), where we replace the
equality sign in (S) by ^, has been known for k^2, a 2^1/2, and non-trivial
eatimates have been known for k^2, 0^a<l/2, k = l, ―Ka<0. Very recently,
Petermann has succeeded in sharpening the last estimates by applying the
theory of one dimensional exponent pairs. We will quote these eatimates
from [13], referring the details to it. E is the set of all exponent pairs (tc,X)
(0sS≪<U/2<^<:i) and S is Rankin's set (zE obtained by applying Theorem 4.1
[13] a finite(but arbitrary) number of times starting with the trivial exponent
pair (0, 1). S may be seen as the convex hull conv T of T obtainable from
(0, 1) by applying to it all the finite compositions built with operators A and
BA. Also, if M denotes the set {h(e)＼Q<s<L5/56} of exponent pairs h(s)=
(9/56+£, 1/2+9/56+s) found by Huxley and Watt, we construct the set St =
Si(M) by apllying Theorem 4.1 to M repeatedly. If R=dS, 9SX denotes the
borders of S, Sj respectively, the infimum I(R, 6) on R of some function d
gives the optimal result.
Now define the function F: [0, 1/2]―[1/2, 1] by
3^:= {(*, F(k)), *<e[0, 1/2]}.




define a:=/(51, 02)=O.32894 ･･･ and define B to be the larger one of a and
(A―k)/(k+1) for {k, X) for which 6{it,X)=a (see [12] for the numerical values of
a and 8).








where <f>(a)(resp. <p(a)) is the value of ≪/(/c+ l) (resp. k) at the unique argu-
ment k satisfying a = (/c―r(/c))/(/c+ l) (resp. a=2tc ―r(tc)).
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0-Theorem (Hafner [3, 41, Petermann [10, 11, 14, 151)
Qj(x log x)1/4(loglog x)(3+2!°g2)/4exp(-^v/log1oglogxj)
(1.4) Ga>1(*)=
(1.5) Ga,2(x)=
i2_(x1/4 exp (c(loglog x)1/4(loglog!og x)~3/4)
n . ( (logx)a +1＼
i2+(exp Uay 1-










V V log log x /
£±(loglog x)
Q±a),
for some positive constant A, c, ca> where
and
(log x)1/4-a/2
















The interested reader should ask the author for a detailed version of the
paper at the address indicated at the end.
2. Statement of results.














where y denotes Euler's constant.
(2) Define Elt(x) by
1=1,
1*1,
Gi-t, a-t + 2(^)
a = t=2




r(n4-l) { 0, t>2 or Q<t<2, 1*1 or 1=1, a>2
a-t+l lC(l-a)logx, t=l, a^2.
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+ F2x2-J + O(x(a + 1)/2-£)
j ^a + LzyX)
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Theorem 1, (1.1)-(1.5)imply the following Corollary.































x = i2±(loglog x), a = l
+1



















Jl I Q+(x loglog x)
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Similar resultshold for other valuesof a.
Remark 1. These formulas improve and correctMacLeod's corresponding
resultsin [8].
In what follows we shalluse the notation<5W=1―d*,^ where Si,j―1for




j ＼og2x+2y log x+f+2?!,











































hK l) V u )＼ 2(r+2-u) 2
+(r-i)G-a,1(x)＼Bu(x)-2-%(a+ l)r(r-l)Br+1(x)]
and ft is the constant term in the Euler-Maclaurin expansion of
l-Lemma 8).







































































n>x n2(n + l)2
Gl-a.*(w)




n?x n＼n + l)2
BM + fax) ―|-)G-a.l(*)
c>3
where,




Wl1 = f+2r1-^fl + j-rlog27:>
+(6Bl(x)-l)%£-













































By Lemma 8 and (1.1),(1.2),(1.4), we have
Corollary 2. For any s>0.
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C(2)C(a+2)-C(a + l)-7-C(a + l)-C/(a + D, 0<a^3

















































































Remark 2. From (1.1)-(1.5)and [7] the last but one term involving Ga,k










































(X 1 log log x)
(x"£)
3. Preliminaries.
Lemma 1. (MacLead [8]) For t>0, let
^n-taa(n)=gtt(x)+E^t(x)
1XS.X
and suppose the series
^ EUn)






























55(0=(J61(x)-l/2)x-1([x] + l)-12 n-'aain)
S6(0=x-1Sn-J(?a(n))
S (x-n)n~t'1aa(n)=x 2 Sf(O+ x#
a
-t














(n + l)-2= S(-l)r(r+l)n-2-r + O (n^-3),
r=0
in the definitions of L's and M's and applying the asymptotic formulas for
Lu(x) and Mu(x) contained in I-Lemma 3, 8 we conclude the assertion.
Lemma 3. Let Sr(x)-(x ―l)r. Then we have
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multiplied by x, with an error term better than the error term for the L. H. S. of
(1) by x~3'2.








u)du― 2 (x ― n)n~toa{n)― ＼
nix J
Lemma 2. For v>R, let
L_u,_1(x)=
and for v> ―＼,let
S n
nyx





2 n-^n + 1)-1 log n
£_,._*(*)= S n-＼n + l)-2, M_o. _*(*)= S n-u(n + l)-2 log n
TAen /or any iVeiV,
(i) L_e>_!(*)= s -―^- s (-iy(v+r)Bt(x)X-*-r+o (x-*-*-*)
r=o V + r s=o ＼ S /




.V ( 1Y r /j.-Lv-LK
_
(3) L_,,_2(x)= S VTT 2(-l)s(r-s + l)( )5,(^)x-'-r-1+0 (x^v―2)
r=oy+r + l≪=o V s I
N (_l)r r
(4) M.,, _,(*)= 2
r=oy+r+l s=o
§<-≫'(-+<+:+i)
where ;b_i(m)= S l/(
Bs(x)(log x
+ js^(s-v-r-2))x-v-r-1 + 0 (x-N~v-2 log x)






where au(r)=- ;―( 1(u^r), and 0 otherwise.
r+1 ＼ u /
(2) Bu(x)=flbr(u)Sr(x)
r=0
Proof. These follow from the recurrence relationsof Bernoulli numbers
and Bernoullipolynomials.





















Sr({x})x-r-l + O (X~N-*)
([>] + l)-2= 2 rSr_1({x})x-r-i + O (x~N~2)
r =l
Now the resultfollows from Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. For any nonnegativeinteger N, we have
(1) (fi1(^)-l/2)z-1(C^]+l)-1= 2 Sfl.WB.Wr'-'+O (%-v-2)
(2) (B1(x)-l/2)([x] + l)-2= Sri]au(r)JSu(x)A;-1-'- + O (x"*"2),
(3) 52(x)([x]+ l)-2=|]r(2](au(r+l)+att(r)+GK(r-l)/6)5u(x)
+ Br+1(x)+a-r)Br(x)/2))+0 (x'N~2)
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where an(r) are defined in Lemma 3.
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Proof. From (3.1) and (3.2) we can expand the L. H. S. of (1),(2) in
powers of x with coefficientsSr+i({x}), which are expressed in terms of Bu{x)
by Lemma 3, (1). Similarly, for (3) we firstexpress B2{x) in terms of Sr{{x})
by Lemma 3, (2), and then we can expand the L. H. S. of (3) in powers of x
with coefficientsinvolving Sr({x}) and again we apply Lemma 3,(1) to express
them via BJx).









Using Lemma 3-(l),and interchangingthe orderof summation gives the result
Lemma 7. (cf. Walfisz [18]) Suppose f(x) is a bounded, Riemann integrable
function on ＼_a,b] and thatit has the bounded, Riemann integrable derivative on
[a, b~＼except at integer points, where it has the right derivative. Then
f
Ja
f(y)dy + B1(a)f(a)-B x(b)f(b)+＼bBl(y)ff(y)dy .
Ja
Proof. The proof goes on the same lines as ihose of Lemma 1.3.1 in
Walfisz. Indeed, by dividing the interval (a, 6] into subintervals, we see that
it sufficesto prove our formula in the case where there is at most one integer
in {a, b~＼.We distinguish three cases. First, if there is no integer in {a, b~],
our formula follows by integration by parts.
Secondly, if there is an integer n such that a<n<b, we proceed as in





Cn Cb Cn-o Cb
Ja J n Ja J n
Since / has the right derivative at x ―n, we may integrate the second as well












Finnally, if b is an integer, we can repeat the argument of Walfisz.
Lemma 8.
positive and let











Dividing the range of m into two: m<,^/x , my-＼/x and estimating the sum
over m>x, n = mz trivially,we obtain
where
T- S maS(x)+ S ma5(m2)+O (xa/2-J+1/2)
S(Y)= S a(n)-lBk(-)
n>Y ＼m /
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Lemma 9. (Richert [16, Satz 2]). Let Z{s)= S f(n)n~s be a convergent
Dirichlet series whose analytic continuation is meromorphic in every subdomain of
C and satisfies＼Z{s)＼―O(＼t＼c)uniformly in a with a constant c. Suppose there
exist real numbers a, a such that f(n)=O (na+e) and Z(s) is absolutely convergent
for a>a. Suppose also that we can express Z(s) as
Z(s)=C0s+o^G(s)Zl(r-s)




where M<=N, /3,-,dj^R, bh dj>0, l^/^M, and where ZY{s) is an analytic func-
tion defined by a convergent Dirichlet series Z1{s)= S f＼{n)n~s. Suppose further
n=＼
that there are two real numbers au d1 such that fi(n)=O (nai+£),and S f1{n)n~s









*= 2 (ft h)
4. Sketch of proofs
The proof of Theorem 1 goes along similar lines to those of proofs of
Theorem 3 in [6]. In order to apply I-Lemma 3 without error term we have
to restrict ourselves to the case a―t<=Z. In what follows, by (Case: t=b) we
refer to formulas for
2 s Y-a-t + 2
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Proposition. For 3^i^Z, we have
Then, using Lemma 1-6, 8 we deduce Theorem 2 (Case: t=l) from Theorem
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